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Figure 1: Top: illustration of the proposed procedure. The red boxes com-
prise the traditional training/testing procedure while the green boxes are
proposed in this paper. Bottom: (right) illustration of automatic sample
selection (the blue box) using the HOG feature. The low quality set (left)
is intentionally generated for comparison. Both set are automatically gen-
erated from the “car” class of Pascal VOC 2007, using measures proposed
in this paper.

It has been shown that the performance of classifiers depends not only
on the number of training samples, but also on the quality of the training
set [5, 6]. The purpose of this paper is to 1) provide quantitative measures
that determine the quality of the training set, and 2) provide the relation
between the test performance and the proposed measures.

The measures are derived from pairwise affinities between training
exemplars of the positive class and they have a generative nature. We use
the visual structural similarity measure KE

MMI(., .) proposed in [1], which
performs feature selection via discriminative reasoning. We aggregate
the similarity measures between positive exemplars on local, semi-global
and global scales. On each scale we compute the first and second order
moments of the quantities in question, and come up with 8 data describing
measures.

We show that the performance of the state of the art methods, on the
test set, can be reasonably predicted based on the values of the proposed
measures on the training set. We assume the training and test sets to
be the outcomes of the same underlying distribution and model the test
performance as a function of a description of the training set:

AP(C)
M = f̃M

(
µ
(CT R)

)
+ ε f̃M (1)

where AP(C)
M is the test performance of the classifier family M on class C

and µ(CT R) is a vector describing the training set of the class C. We then
assume a sigmoid structure for f̃M and model the test performance for a
reference set of classifier families R as

f̄R(wR;v) =
(

1+ exp
{
−wT

Rv
})−1

(2)

where v is a vector describing a training set. Given a data set D =

{C1, . . . ,CD}, we solve for w(CCV )
R = argminw L(w,CCV ) where

L(w,CCV ) = ∑
M∈R

∑
C∈D\{CCV }

‖AP(C)
M − f̄R(w;v(C))‖2 +λ‖w‖2

(3)

Afterwards, w(CCV )
R is used to predict the test performance for CCV and this
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Figure 2: Test Performance Prediction of Pascal-VOC 2007 classes (AP-
Pred) and the performance of the reference methods. Best viewed elec-
tronically and in color.

cross-validating procedure is performed for all D = 20 classes of Pascal
VOC 2007 [2].

Figure 1 summarizes the proposed procedure. Our approach can be
seen as a fundamentally revised version of the earlier approaches that esti-
mate the complexity of the classification problems such as [4]. The results
of test performance predictions are shown in figure 2. To summarize the
results, we find out that 1) the size of the training set is not a good pre-
dictor of the test performance. This essentially means that the ‘big data’
should meet some quality requirements in order to improve recognition
performance. 2) among our measures, the ‘connected variation’ mea-
sure correlates (positively) stronger with the test performances than our
measure of ’instra-class variation’ (negatively) correlates with them. This
suggests that ‘big connected data’ might rectify the (negative) effects of
intra-class variation.

To conclude, this study proposes data-describing measures that link
the quality of the training set to the test performance of classifiers. This
essentially quantifies the claim on “Unreasonable effectiveness of data”
[3] and makes it possible to automatically measure the “cleanness of the
data” [6]. This implies that it should be possible to devise rules for the au-
tomatic selection of training data that maximize the quality of the training
set and consequently increase the test performance.
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